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Abstract
The rapid growth and rise in applications of nanotechnology demand investigation and
control of matters at nanometer or subnanometer scale. The fundamental component of
nanotechnology is the nanopositioning device, which can be used to scan or position the
sample precisely at nanometer or subnanometer scale. Besides fine resolution, high
precision positioning and long travel range, many applications of nanotechnology require
fast positioning system. To achieve these requirements, design of high precision and high
bandwidth nanopositioning device is needed. To achieve nanoscale precision over nanoscale,
nanopositioning stage driven by stack piezoelectric actuator is widely used in applications
such as atomic force microscope (AFM) and scanning tunneling microscope (STM). This
paper presents open loop time and frequency response characteristics of piezoelectric
actuator based nanopositioner. The transient response characteristics and stability margins
of this device can be improved by using feedback control law. This paper shows that
substantial improvement in operating speed and position precision has been achieved using a
feedback controller. The presence of hysteresis is the significant challenge in the use of
piezoelectric actuator for nanopositioning applications. A successfully designed control
system must be able to maintain stability margins and performance level, even in the presence
of uncertainties/ nonlinearities in system dynamics and/or in the working environment to a
certain degree. To meet these requirements, this paper synthesizes robust and optimal Hinfinity controllers for a system having hysteresis non-linearities. Simulation results using
MATLAB are given to validate the proposed controller for nanopositioning device. Further, a
comparative analysis of different types of proposed controllers is also described.
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1. Introduction
The rapid rise and growth of research in the field of nano science and nanotechnology has
directly affected the applications on nanotechnology including nano machining, scanning
probe microscopy, microlithography and nano metrology [1-4]. Manipulation at nanoscale by
using atomic force microscopy (AFMs) is well established and has a great potential as a
process for prototyping nano-devices and systems, for repairing structures built by other
means; and for small batch manufacturing [5]. Scanning Tunneling Microscope (STM) [6],
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Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) [7] and Scanning probe Microscope (SPM) [8] can be used
to measure surface properties fundamentally changed research in many areas. Precise control,
manipulation and interrogation at nanometer scale demand positioning system having
nanometer or subnanometer resolution, i.e., nanopositioner. Nanopositioners are the essential
requirement in virtually all applications of nanotechnology and further research in the SPM
based research area shall depend on the availability of highly precise nanopositioning devices
[9].
Nanopositioners are the mechatronic device used to move and measure a probe, part, tool,
sample or a device at desired position with subnanometer precision and accuracy.
Nanopositioners must be able to resolve adjacent positions separated by less than a nanometer.
Nanopositioners having desirable properties such as long travel range, greater mechanical
robustness and ease of interrogation, can be used in the field of nano-fabrication, nanomechanics, aerospace, astronomy, defense, biotechnology, information technology (data
storage), chemical industries, photonics and test application in the semiconductor devices [911]. Nanopositioners are also required to manipulate atomic and molecular scale structure and
to characterize surface properties of materials. Moreover, fast nanopositioners are important
in applications such as manipulator’s pick and place operation near a wall and filling a tank
with fluid in minimum time without spilling over [12]. For instrumentation such as scanning
probe microscope, optical microscope, profilometers, dual storage servo system of HDDs
(Hard Disk Drives) and critical dimension measuring tools, ultra precise nanopositioning
systems, sensors, actuators and motion controllers are the prime elements [9]. To achieve
very high resolution, high bandwidth, and fast time response, a large number of
nanopositioning device geometries have been proposed [13-16].
Distortion free imaging and accurate metrology applications demand development of
closed loop control based on position sensing techniques for subnanometer and nanometer
resolution [7]. In the area of micro and nanoscale systems, piezoelectric actuator (PA) is the
most popular candidate used for actuation because of the very high resolution of the order of
nanometer, high stiffness, mechanical simplicity, compact size and its versatility to be
implemented over a wide range of applications [17-19]. But presence of inherent
nonlinearities such as hysteresis, damping, drift and mechanical resonance, significantly
reduces the achievable precision obtained using piezoelectric actuator; and also there are
challenges in its design and control [17-21]. Because of aforementioned limitations, practical
nanopositioning systems require feedback/closed loop controls to obtain satisfactory
performance. Control system must be designed to reduce the tracking error and must
guarantee a high precision positioning under variable operating conditions. The dynamic
behavior of the system depends upon the control technique used. A variety of control
techniques have been proposed to compensate the nonlinearities of piezo actuators (PAs) and
to improve precision and speed of systems using PAs [22-26]. Nonlinearities of piezoelectric
actuators and hysteresis can be compensated by using standard Proportional - Integral (PI) or
Proportional – Integral - Derivative (PID) controllers in all the applications where high
performance and accuracy are not critical constraints. Challenging problems of nanoscale
control persists due to non – linear dynamics, actuators modeling uncertainties, instabilities
and lack of robustness against external disturbances and sensor noise [26]. Use of PID
controllers are not only costly but also potentially lead to bandwidth limitations and
inefficiencies, so the solution of all above mentioned problems is the robustification control
of nanopositioning system by designing robust controllers.
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2. System identification and open loop characteristics
Nanopositioning is an important characteristic of a huge family of SPMs that has emerged
since the invention of the STM and AFM. To achieve nanoscale precision, flexure based
nanopositioning stage driven by stack piezoelectric actuators is widely used. Flexure based
mechanism eliminates back-lash, friction and lubricant requirement for the device and
provides precise, smooth and repeatable motions to fulfill the requirement of accurate
nanoscale positioning. The nanopositioning system developed by S. Salapaka et al. [25]
consists of a flexure system, an actuation system, a detection system, an evaluation system
and a control system as shown in Figure 1.

Nanopositioning System

Control System

Evaluation Stage

Actuation System

Flexure System
with
Sample Holder

Detection System

Figure 1. Schematic Block Diagram of Nanopositioning System
Generally, the nanopositioning stage is actuated by an assembly of piezoelectric stacks and
voltage amplifier. This assembly is positioned in the slot of the flexure stage. The flexure
stage consists of sample deforms under the application of force and thus provides motion to
the sample. These forces are generated by piezo stack actuators and high voltage inputs are
provided by the voltage amplifier. The motion of the sample is sensed and measured by the
LVDT sensor. An AFM is also located above the sample holder to make AFM measurements
simultaneously with the LVDT measurements. After proper control action, the amplified
output of LVDT is applied to the piezoelectric stack, which leads to its deformation and
impart motion to the flexure stage and hence to the sample. The magnitude of input to the
amplifier is limited to be negative or less than 10 volts to avoid saturation of piezo stack
arrangement. The actuator leads to a travel range of approximately 100 micro meters and the
LVDT sensor used has resolution of about 2Å over 1KHz bandwidth [25].
Model of the device has been inferred by studying its frequency response over a specified
bandwidth. For modeling, the device is operating in the linear region of its characteristics.
Offset of the device to operate about the null position is -5V. The dynamics of the system can
be approximated by fourth order transfer function given as [17, 25]

G( S ) 





9.7  10 4 s  (7.2  7.4i)  10 3
( s  (1.9  4.5i)  10 3 )(s  (1.2  15.2i)  10 2 )

(1)

The pole zero location of the system depicts that this is a non - minimum phase
(NMP) system consisting of one pair of complex conjugate zeros in the right half splane (RHP). RHP zeros pose limitations on the performance specifications of the
device and control of NMP system requires special attention.
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Poles and zeros of open loop system are symmetric about imaginary axis consisting of a
pair of complex conjugate values. The presence of complex conjugate poles indicates
the oscillatory response of the system. Pair of poles [-(1.9 ± 4.5i)×10 3] having natural
frequency of 4.88 KHz and damping ratio of 0.389 dictate the control input magnitu de
and are called short period modes. Pair of very lightly damped (damping ratio 0.0787)
characteristic modes [-(0.120 ± 1.52) ×10 3] with lower value of natural frequency (1.52
KHz) are known as long period mode or dominant poles. All poles have negative r eal
part, which implying that system is asymptotically stable from the stability criteria. The
settling time of the transient response, speed of the system is governed by the dominant
poles of the system. The damping ratio of dominant poles is very small a nd need
controllers to improve the damping ratio and hence the phase margin.
Analysis of frequency response of nanopositioning device shows the phase margin of
27.2 degree at gain crossover frequency of 1.61×10 3 rad/sec and gain margin of 4.63dB
at phase crossover frequency of 1.74×10 3 rad/sec. It is found that there is very small
variation in the frequency response of the system from DC signal to AC signal. Time
response analysis gives Settling Time: 0.0335 seconds and maximum overshoot of
83.6016 which is very large and must be avoided using control techniques.

3. Controller Design and Implementation
The open loop performance characteristics of the device are not satisfactory because of
having high value of settling time, rise time and maximum overshoot. The main objectives of
the control designs are high precision tracking with high bandwidth, compensating the
adverse effects of nonlinearities presents in the system and achieving robustness of the closed
loop system against model uncertainty. A schematic diagram of Single Input Single Output
(SISO) feedback loop for single stage nanopositioning device is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Closed loop system for SISO Nanopositioning Device
In Figure 2, Ref is the reference signal and y is the actual output of the plant. (e) is the
error given by (Ref-y) = (S.Ref – Tn) where sensitivity function S=1/(1+G(s)K(s)) is the
transfer function from Ref to e error and complementary sensitivity function T = 1 - S is the
transfer function from Ref to y (output). K(s) is the transfer function of the controller which
has to be designed. The primary objective of the controller is to design a system with a high
precision positioning and high bandwidth tracking capability with robustness to the
uncertainty in the operating condition.
Let the SISO linear control system is described by state equation
(2)
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(3)
(4)
Where w(t) is the disturbance vector
u(t) is the control input vector
z(t) is the error vector
y(t) is the output or observation vector and
x(t) is the state vector.
H∞ robust control approach is applied to design a controller for non-minimum phase
nanopositioning system. The foremost step for the designing of the H∞ controller is the
formation of generalized or augmented plant P(s). The interconnection of augmented plant
P(s) with controller K(s) are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Interconnection of Augmented Plant P(s) with controller K(s)
The augmented plant P(s) that includes weights W(s) and G(s) can be described by
block transfer function matrix as
=

(5)

For a linear controller having transfer function K(s) connected from y to u, the transfer
function of the closed loop system from w to z after interconnection of P(s) with K(s) is
given as
(6)
and is known as Linear Fractional Transformation (LFT) of the interconnected system.
In the design of robust controller, the objective is to choose a controller K(s) which
makes closed loop system stable and minimizes
[27-29] such that
(7)
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Based on equation (6) three types of robust controllers can be designed such that
a) H2 optimal controller :

(8)

b) H∞ optimal controller:

(9)

c) The standard H ∞ robust controller:

(10)

To achieve the performance objectives, weighting transfer functions are designed to
shape the sensitivity function S, complementary sensitivity transfer function T and
control transfer function KS. The closed loop system with weighted output is shown in
Figure 4. Here the exogenous input W is the reference signal Ref and measured output Z
is the error signal e. the transfer function G, W p, WT and Wu must be proper or bounded
as S → ∞ [28]. WP is the weight on S which is used to describe the performance
objectives of the closed loop system for good tracking bandwidth. W T is the weight on T
which shapes the performance objectives of the noise rejection/ uncertainty or to describe
the robustness of the closed loop system. W u is the weight on KS so as to bound control
signal under the saturation limits. The weighted outputs are given as

=

=

The transfer function WP is chosen to have high gain at low frequency and low gain at
high frequency to emphasize tracking error in a low frequency range. The transfer
function W T must have high gain at high frequencies to make complementary sensitivity
function T small at high frequencies. The weighting transfer function W u is chosen
constant so as control signal avoid saturation of actuator [30, 31].

Figure 4. Closed loop system with weighted output
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The H∞ disturbance attenuation performance requirement can be written as:
1 and

it is known that
(11)

So the above equation can be written as
(12)
Therefore performance objectives impose a bound on the sensitivity function S.
Similarly, a closed loop system is stable with respect to the uncertainty if and only if it
satisfies the condition defined by
(13)
Hence WT imposes a bound on the complementary sensitivity function T.
The optimal H∞ controller must be designed to satisfy the criteria
(14)
And robust H∞ controller must be designed by satisfying
(15)
The constant gamma γ represents the desired performance level of the closed loop system.
Gamma γ equals to 1 or less indicates that the controller constraints are met.

4. Controller implementation and simulation
A To design H∞ controller for the system described by equation 1, let us consider that the
transfer function for weighted outputs are

Typical Frequency response of WP and WT is shown in Figure 5.
Bode plot for Weighting Transfer Function (W1 and W2)
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Figure 5. Bode Plots for Weighting Transfer Function
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The Implementation of weighting transfer functions WP, WT and Wu on the system
described by equation 1 results into augmented plant P(s). The simulation of augmented plant
P(s) using MATLAB can be used to design different types of H controller. H2 optimal
controller K(s) for augmented plant P(s) designed by using the formulae described by Doyle,
et al., [29] can be expressed in terms of pole, zero and gain as
(16)

By using feedback gain of 0.1665, the locations of closed loop poles of the
nanopositioning system are:
-1.91×103 ± 4.50×103i
-1.90×103 ± 4.50×103i
-2.61×102 ± 1.76×103i
-1.20×102 ± 1.52×103i
-7.53×101
-1.24×103
It can be seen that all the poles of closed loop system has negative real part indicating
that system is asymptotically stable from the stability criteria.
H∞ robust controller for the partitioned plant P(s) is synthesized using γ gamma
iteration technique. By computing the smallest value of gamma γ, a 6 th order suboptimal
H∞ controller with transfer function given by equation (10) is obtained.
(17)
The smallest value of gamma obtained is 4.59 which is slightly greater than the H infinity
norm of closed loop system. The closed loop poles of system for feedback gain of 0.1665 are
located in left half s- plane having negative real part.
Under the same robust control setup mentioned above, the synthesis of H∞ optimal
controller using γ iteration technique results in 6th order transfer function of the controller is
given as
(18)
Gamma-Iteration technique computes optimal H-Infinity controller for a given partitioned
plant P(s) via the improved Loop-Shifting two-Riccati formulae. The optimal "gamma"
obtained using this synthesis method is γ = 0.266 which is less than unity.
The time and frequency responses for the above mentioned robust controllers are given in
Figure 6.
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Frequency response of closed loop system using H2 controller
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Figure 6. a) Time response of robust controllers; b) Frequency response of
H2 controller; c) Frequency response of H∞ suboptimal controller;
d) Frequency response of H∞ optimal controller
The summary of the closed loop characteristics of the time and frequency responses for the
different types of robust controller for nanopositioning device are tabulated in Table 1 given
below:
Table 1. performance characteristics of robust H controller
Type
of Rise
controller
time
(sec.)
H2 controller 0.0291
H∞ Robust
0.0184
H∞ Optimal
0.0184

Settling
Time
(sec)
0.0532
0.0338
0.0339

Maximum
Overshoot
0
0
0

Gain
margin
(db)
6.58
4.16
4.12

Phase
margin
(degree)
69.33
66.86
66.81

Bandwidth
(Hz)
75
118.39
117.89

As depicted from Table 1, the feedback connection of different types of robust controllers
with the nanopositioning device improves the system performance effectively. The problem
of maximum overshoot is completely solved by the use of robust controller. Moreover
transient response characteristic shows remarkable improvement in rise time and settling time
as compared to the open loop characteristics. Optimum value of stability margins, phase, gain
margins and increase in bandwidth of the nanopositioning system are observed.

5. System Robustness
By Use of robust controller in the feedback loop of nanopositioning system not only the
transient and stability performance characteristics are improved but also the closed loop
system becomes robust enough to provide good performance and stability over the
uncertainty such as parameter changes, actuator saturation and model uncertainty. Robust
controller results into very high disturbance rejection with high stability margins under any
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operating conditions. Robustness of the system can be measured by singular values.
Disturbance attenuation is determined by the singular values of S(jw). Thus a disturbance
attenuation performance specification can be written as:
(19)
Where
is the desired disturbance attenuation factor.
Singular values of S(jw) for different frequencies w are given by singular values plot of
S(jw). Similarly singular values plot of T(jw) is used to determine stability margins for
system uncertainty. Smaller is the value of σ, greater will be the stability margin. Figure 7
plots the singular value plot of S(jw) and T(jw) for different types of robust controller.

(c) Frequency (rad/s)

Figure 7. singular value plot for sensitivity transfer function S and
complementary sensitivity transfer function T: (a) H2 controller; (b) H∞
robust/suboptimal controller; (c) H∞ optimal controller
Singular value of the sum of sensitivity function and complementary sensitivity function is
a good measure of robustness. The less is the value of maximum singular value, better is the
control or stability margins. As seen from the Figure 7, the singular value of sensitivity
function and complementary sensitivity function for H2 controller, H∞ robust/suboptimal
controller and H∞ optimal controller of the nanopositioning system lies below the zero gain
for the operating range of frequency (120Hz).

6. Conclusion
In this paper a flexure stage based nanopositioning device has been identified and its open
loop characteristics have been analyzed. Optimal H2 controller has been designed and
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analyzed. By using gamma iteration technique, H∞ robust/suboptimal controller and H∞
optimal controllers have been designed and implemented on the nanopositioning system.
Problem of maximum overshoot of open loop system has been overcome by the use of robust
controller. Remarkable improvement in stability margins and transient response has been
observed by the implementation of robust controllers on the nanopositioning system.
Robustness indicator plots (Singular value plots) have shown that robustification against
perturbations/uncertainty has been achieved for the operating frequency range of 120Hz.
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